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This study attempts to determine whether developing coun-
tries differ with regard to the impact that military and so-
cial expenditures have on their overall rates of economic
growth. A discriminant analysis of sixty-seven developing
countries indicated that based on a relatively small number
of discriminating variables developing countries could be
categorized as either relatively dynamic or undynamic
.
Through a multivariate analysis of socio-economic data this
study concludes that: 1) military expenditures are positive-
ly related to social expenditures and economic growth for the
less economically dynamic developing countries and 2) mili-
tary expenditures are negatively related to social expendi-
tures and economic growth for the more economically dynamic
developing countries. The analysis of economic growth and
expenditure models also suggest that Latin America is not
unique as a region when compared to the other developing
countries of the world. The findings of this study are in-
tended to contribute to the formulation of a general theory
of defense expenditures and economic growth.
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I . INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of
defense and selected social expenditures upon economic growth
This examination involves a cross-sectional, multivariate
analysis of socio-economic data gathered from 96 developing
countries around the world. Particular attention is paid to
the Latin American case to determine if these countries dif-
fer significantly from other countries of the world.
The first notable work involving factors that affect
economic development was conducted by Benoit in the 19 70's.
Benoit found that his, "...evidence does not indicate that
defense has any net adverse effect on growth in developing
countries." [Ref. l:p. XIX] Benoit further suggested that
defense programs made some positive contribution to civilian
economies, such as (1) providing manpower training, (2) sup-
plying dual use infrastructure such as roads, bridges, ports
and communications facilities, (3) construction by the mili-
tary of schools and clinics and (4) providing security for
civilians [Ref. l:p. 17].
A recent study by Frederiksen and Looney hypothesized
that, "...the impact of added defense expenditures may be
either positive or negative and will depend on the resource
constraints faced by individual developing nations." [Ref.
2:p. 113] They found that, "...defense expenditures do not
8
compete excessively for scarce resources in countries which
are relatively resource unconstrained ... (While) countries
suffering from a relative lack of resources experience no
statistically discernible effect on economic growth from de-
fense spending." [Ref. 2:p. 124]
As a follow-on to the above studies, this study intends
to examine the relative contribution of defense and other
government expenditures such as health and education to eco-
nomic growth. This study should provide results that will
add to a general theory of defense expenditures and economic
growth.
The hypothesis of this study is that smaller less econom-
ically developed countries will sacrifice social expenditures
in favor of defense while more economically dynamic countries
will be able to maintain a desired level of defense prepared-
ness while supporting social needs. This is based upon the
assumption that military expenditures have a positive effect
on economic growth while social expenditures have a negative
effect on growth. The effect of defense and social expendi-
tures on growth will be ascertained by the application of a
regression equation upon the developing countries which will
be divided into two groups according to their degree of ur-
banization and economic size (gross domestic product) . The
regression equation will reflect economic growth based upon
variables derived from a factor analysis. The developing
countries will be divided into economically dynamic groups
through the use of a discriminant analysis.
Benoit's observation that, "Relatively secure areas like
Latin America, ..., had generally low defense burdens" [Ref.
l:p. 2], led to a further investigation in this study to
determine the uniqueness of the Latin American case. The
regression equation will first be applied to the Latin Ameri-
can countries as a region and then to its economically dynam-
ic groups of countries and compared in each instance to the
corresponding group of the remaining developing countries of
the world.
In Chapter II, a more detailed methodology is presented
and followed in Chapter III by the findings of each step of
the analysis. Finally, the conclusions indicate that the
hypothesis is generally supported by the evidence.
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II . METHOD OF STUDY
The principle methods of analysis used in this study were
factor analysis, regression analysis and discriminant analy-
sis. Several steps in the study were aided through the use
of correlation analysis, stepwise regression analysis and
stepwise discriminant analysis. The programs for each analy-
sis utilized the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) [Ref. 3],
A. DATA AND VARIABLE SELECTION
The 96 developing countries selected for this are listed
by region of the world in Table I . The principal variables
reflecting economic and development were operationalized
using economic and social variables chosen from an extensive
data base. The data base was extracted from publications
issued by the International Monetary Fund [Ref. 4], Yales
University [Ref. 5], and the World Bank [Ref. 6]. Economic
data were primarily used because (1) they are empirically ob-
servable, (2) they are valid in that they are directly indic-
ative of growth and (3) they are reliable since they can be
applied with consistent results and they apply the same
measurement to all observations. The variables selected as
shown in Table II were grouped as follows:
1. Economic Growth: Variables were chosen to reflect
average annual growth in Gross National Product (GNP)
,
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), investment, savings,
imports and exports. The periods of annual growth
11
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GNPG73 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH PER CAPITA OF GNP 1960-76
FPER78 INDEX OF AVtRAGE PER CAPITA FOOD PRODUCTION 1974-76
EPPER78 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH IN ENERGY PRODUCTION 1960-75
OF GNP 1970-82
PDPG78 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT AS A
PERIENTAGE OF GNP 1970-76
LFGA84 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF LABOR FORCE 19bO-70
LFG684 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF LABOR FORCE 1970-32
UPPA84 URB4N POPULATION AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION I960
UFPB84 URdAN POPULATION AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION 1982
UPGA84 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF URBAN POPULATION 1960-70
UPGB84 • AVE < AGE ANNuAL GROWTH OF URBAN PUPOLATION 19 70-82
YCGRY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CURRENT REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF GUP
YhEYSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF MILITARY EXPENJlTJRE AS A
PERCENTAGE CF GNP 1965-78
YETYSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF PUBLIC EDUCATION AND HEALTH
EXPENDITURE AS A PtRCENTACE OF GNP 196^-78
YCCYSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION
AS A PERCENTaCE OF GDP 1960-78
YPCYSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF PRIVATE CONSUMPTION AS A
PERCENTAGE OF GDP 1960-73
YIYSG AVERAGE ANNOAL GROWTH OF GROSS DOMESTIC INVESTMENT AS A
PERCENTAGE OF GJP 1965-78
YLFPAGSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF THE PERCENTAGE OF LABOR IN
AGRICULTURE 1960-77
YLFPISG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF THE PERCENTAGE OF LABOR IN
INDUSTRY lSoO-77
YLFPSSG AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF THE PERCENTAGE OF LABOR IN
SER/ICES 196U-77
YCCEY CENTRAL 6GVl*NMENT CURRENT EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENTAGE
of ;dp ins
YGGNPPA AVEtAGC ANNUAL GROWTH OF GNP 19^0-75
YGGNPPB AVERAGE ANNUAL ^ROWTH OF GNP 1970-78
EXPG84 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF EXPORTS 1960-32
GDPGD84 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROrvTH OF COP 1970-32
GD1G«84 AVElAoE aNNUAL GROWTH OF GROSi DOMESTIC INVESTMENT 1960-70
G0IGB84 AVERAGE ANNOAL GROWTH OF GROSS DOMESTIC INVESTMENT 1970-82
GDSVG84 AVERAGE ANNUAi. GROWTH OF GROSS DOMESTIC SAVINGS 1960-82 •
DSGG84 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF CEBT SERVICE AS A PERCENTAGE
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ranged from 5 to 22 years during the time period from
1960 to 1982.
2. Structural Indicators: These variables measure govern-
ment comsuraption, revenues and debt. Private consump-
tion, social spending and military expenditures were
also included.
3. Other Indicators: These variables were chosen to re-
flect shifts in the population, the labor force, food
production and energy production associated with gen-
eral economic development.
B. FACTOR ANALYSIS
The first factor analysis applied in this study was used
to determine the best indicators of economic growth. This
analysis provides this information by reducing the 29 select-
ed variables into a number of independent groups or factors.
Each factor included variables that reflected some major as-
pect of economic growth. The weight a variable carried in a
given factor was indicated by an associated number called its
factor loading. The highest loading variable in each factor
of the orthogonally rotated transformation matrix was then




Regression analysis was used to develop the model equa-
tion for economic growth necessary to test the hypothesis of
this study. Selected variables from the factor analysis pro-
vided the independent and dependent variables for the equa-
tion. The dependent variable was selected as the best
indicator of economic growth. The independent variables with
14
minimum correlation that were selected explained some propor-
tion of the variance in the growth indicator variable. The
test variables representing growth in military and social
spending were added at this point to complete the model.
A stepwise regression analysis was utilized to determine
the best order of the independent variables in the model.
This analysis ranked the variables in order of their contri-
bution to explaining the variance in the dependent variable.
The resulting model provided a gross indication of the
relationship between military and social expenditures and
economic growth for all of the developing countries in the
study.
D. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Discriminant analysis was used to divide the 96 countries
in this study into groups according to their level of develop-
ment. The variables used in this analysis were selected by
using the results from a second factor analysis and a step-
wise discriminant analysis.
From this factor analysis the principle variables re-
flecting the level of economic development were operation-
alized using economic and social variables from the data base
At this point the data base was expanded to include data pub-
lished by R. L. Sivard [Ref . 7] . In addition to several
growth related variables from the first factor analysis more
variables were added to reflect the absolute level of econo-
mic and social development in the years 1976 through 1982.
15
The variables are listed in Table III. Economic indicators
included GDP, investment, savings, imports and exports.
Structural indicators included government consumption, reve-
nues and debt and private consumption, social and military
expenditures. Other indicators included life expectancy,
calories per capita and labor shifts.
The second factor analysis, like the first, provided in-
dependent groupings for the variables as factors. The lead-
ing variables in each of these factors were then put into
the discriminant analysis
.
The discriminant analysis divided the countries in the
study into two groups based on the above input variables
.
The probability of the correct placement of each country in
a group was also provided. These probabilities were used as
a measure of how well the input variables used in the analy-
sis split the countries into two groups. The standard for
this study was to have a majority of the countries placement
probability above 80 percent.
E. TEST OF THE MODEL
In order to provide the evidence necessary to support the
hypothesis the model was tested. The test was conducted by
applying the model to each of the two groups of countries de-
rived from the discriminant analysis
.
In order to prove the Latin American case the model was









































Average annual growth in energy production 1960—75
Average annual growth per capita o-f GNP 1960—76
Index o-f average per capita -food production 1974—76
Average annual growth in energy production I960—75
External public debt as a percentage o-f GNP 1976
Merchandise imports 1976
Average annual increase in imports 1970—76
Average annual growth o-f labor force 1970—82
Urban population as a percentage o-f total population 1982
Average annual growth of urban population 1970—82
Average annual growth o-f military expenditure as a
percentage of GNP 1965-78
Average annual growth o-f public education and health
expenditure as a percentage o-f GNP 1965—78
Average annual growth of the percentage o-f labor in
agriculture 1960-77
Average annual growth of the percentage o-f labor in
industry 1960-77
Average annual growth o-f the percentage o-f labor in
services 1960-77
Average annual growth o-f exports 1960—82
Average annual growth o-f GDP 1970-82
Average annual growth o-f gross domestic investment 1970—82
Life expectancy at birth 1982
Machine and transport eguipment as a percentage o-f
merchandise exports 1981
Other manufactures as a percentage o-f merchandise
exports 1981
GDP 1982
Textile and clothing as a percentage o-f merchandise
exports 1981
Other primary commodities as a percentage o-f
merchandise exports 1981
Average annual growth o-f services 1970—82
Average annual growth of industry 1970—82
Average annual growth o-f manufacturing 1970—82
Gross domestic savings as a percentage o-f GDP 1982
Average annual growth o-f debt service as a percentage
o-f GNP 1970-82
Exports of goads and services as a percentage of GDP 1982
Average annual growth of agriculture 1970-82
Fuels, minerals and metals as a percentage o-f
merchandise exports 1981
Calories per capita 1979
Percentage o-f papulation with safe water 1979
In-fant mortality rate 19793
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model was applied to the two groups of Latin American coun-
tries provided by the discriminant analysis.
The results of each application of the model to the gen-
eral world case and the specific case of Latin America were
compared in order to support the hypothesis of this study.
18
Ill . FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In this chapter the findings of the study are presented.
Several tables are included to help summarize the results of
the study. In addition to the findings some further method-
ologies are introduced that more accurately describe the
actual progression of the study. These methodologies were
utilized to better operationalize the principal hypothesis
through a systematic and objective variable selection process
A. RESULTS OF THE FIRST FACTOR ANALYSIS
As indicated in Chapter II the first factor analysis was
applied in this study to determine the best indicators of
economic growth. The results of the orthogonally rotated
factor analysis, shown in Table IV, indicated that 99 percent
of the variance in the 28 selected variables could be account-
ed for by six factors . Factor one grouped variables that re-
flected central government fiscal activity including revenues
and expenses. Factor two depicted aggregate economic varia-
bles like GNP and GDP along with investment and savings.
Factor three primarily reflected labor force movements in in-
dustry and services and GNP growth. Factor four included
both government and private consumption variables along with
several more labor shift variables. Factor five reflected
the growth of the urban population. Factor six included both
19
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE FIRST FACTOR ANALYSIS
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public debt and debt service variables and another urbaniza-
tion indicator.
The values of the factor loadings shown in Table IV cor-
responded to the extent of the correlation between each vari-
able and factor. The program flagged values greater than .34
with an asterisk. Only 28 countries were used on the analy-
sis. The remaining 68 countires were omitted due to missing
data.
The highest loading variables in each of the six factors
were selected for the regression analysis. The variables in-
cluded YGCRY, YGGNPPB, YLFPISG, YPCYSG, UPPA84 and DSGG84
.
B. RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In order to build a model equation for economic growth
using the leading variables from each factor listed above
were put into a regression analysis. Of the six variables
available YGGNPPB was designated as the best dependent varia-
ble to represent overall economic growth. The remaining five
variables were put into the program as independent variables
.
The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table
V. Based on 50 countries the correlation coefficient for the
equation was only .0041. This result indicated that five in-
dependent variables explained less than one percent of the
variation in YGGNPPB. The weakness of the equation was also
apparent in the low f-value for the equation, the low t-sta-
tistic for each variable parameter and by the fact that the
residual error of only three countries fell within two
21
TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
CtP VARIABLE: YjGNPPB
SUM OF MEAN
Source uf SCUARES S Q UAR E F VALUE PROB>F
MOOtL 5 342. 410 63.*d20U 0.041 0.9990
ERROR 50 83070.350 1661 .407
C TuTAL 55 33412. 760
ROOT MSE 40. 700361 R-SiJUARE 0.0041
CEP :€AN 3.2517a6 ADJ K-i(j -0.0^55
c.v. 435.3564
PARAMETER T FOR HO: STANC ARDIZEL
VARIAbLE OF ESTIMATE PARAMETER^ PROb > 1 T | E STIMATE
INTcRCEP 1 d. 395092 0.607 . 5 *6 3 C •OOOOOC
YL F P I 3 G 1 -2.22725b -0.186 0.3535 -C .02 9 32 2
VCGKY 1 0.21C330 0.325 0.74o3 C .051273
YPCrSG 1 1.5U223 0.234 0.7776 C .045517








DBS ID ACTUAL VmLUL kESIDCAL Rf:S IGUAL RESIDUAL -2-1-C 1 2
1 ISRAEL 1.60C 11.537 -9.937 33.630 -0.295 1 1 j
2 GREECE 3.300 10.379 -6.579 39.73b -0.166 1 1 1
3 TAIWAN 5.70C . • •
4 NICARAG 1.700 5.172 -3.472 37.463 -0.093 1 1
5 INDIA l.oOO . + 9
6 HONDURAS J .400000 6.593 -6.19 3 39.795 -0.156
7 CAMEROON 2.300 10.755 -7.955 39.931 -0.199
8 NIGERIA 4. to C 3. old -4.413 39.127 -0.113
9 INUCNES •5.300 1G.5:>2 -5. .152 40.13* -0.131
10 SUDAN 2.o00 9.732 -7.132 39.704 —0.180
11 COSTAR 2.300 7.247 -3.94/ 39.99* -0.099
12 OOLlVIA j. IOC O.U3 -3.013 39.273 -0.077
13 SENEGAL .30JJ0C 3. 373 -10.173 40.283 -0.253
14 3UMALI« . lOOOuO . . .
15 EGYPT 6.300 11.507 -5.207 37.357 -0.133 1 1
io TCGU : .700000 a.430 -7.730 38.309 -0.199
1
17 TUNISIA 5 . Vi C # • •
18 JIORGCCD 3. 'JOG 3.471 -4.571 38.d89 -0.118
19 KOREA 3.100 4.326 3.774 36.931 J. 102
20 Rwanda 1.400 9.940 -3. 5*0 39.293 -0.217
21 3UATEM 3.30C 8.34 7 -5.247 3 9.476 -0.133
22 AFGHAN 2.700 . ^ #
23 MALAWI 3.13C 3.543 -5 .443 39.771 -0.137
24 NIGER •60000C 9.232 -9.58Z 3d. 609 -0.255
25 SINGAPQR 6.60C 7.417 -.aic554 34.374 -0.023
Zo ElSALV 2.200 9.901 -7 .701 39.492 -0.195
27 MALI 1.00C 10.841 -9.041 39.768 -0.227
28 PAKISTAN 1.50C # • •
29 UPPERVOL -1.000 10.874 -11.374 39.766 -0.29V
20 dcNIN 1.400 10.413 -9.013 39.593 -0.228
31 TURKEY 4.100 9.874 -5 .774 40.258 -0.143
32 YUG03LV 5.000 . # #
33 SPAIN 3.100 10.513 -7.413 33.973 -0.130 1
34- PARAGUA 4.500 9.723 -5.220 39.512 -0.132
,
35 VEi.EZUEL 3.10C 9.520 -O.420 39.112 -0.164
3o IRAN 13.300 % m o
37 MEXICO 1.30C 7.03o -5.736 39.521 -0.145 1
38 BRAZIL 6.000 + m #
39 ALGERIA 2.600 m # #
40 PHILIPP 3.70C 7.427 -3.727 3 9.4 87 -0.09 4 I I |
41 HONGKONG 6.900 m # m
42 LIBYA -2.oOC # # #
43 ECUADOR 5.60C 3.365 2.235 37.069 0.059
44 Colombia 3.600 7.353 -4.353 39.301 -0.111
45 THILmND 4.500 3.6 10 -4.110 39.932 -0.103
46 MALAYSIA 4.80C 9.205 -4.405 40.041 -0.110
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TABLE V (cont'd)
PKEDICT STD ERR STJUENT
CBS ID ACTUAL VALUE RES I0JAL RESIuUAL RcSIDUAL -2-1-0 1 2
47 DOM INR 4.20C 3.355 -4. 155 39.58V. -0.105 1 1 1
48 L IBERIA J.2JGO0C 10.t9c -10.29c 40.22J -0.256 1 | 1
49 IVCRYC3A ] .900 J 00 „ . .
50 MAURIT - .600 JO 3.52J -9.12. 39.24c -o'.^j,^ | | 1
51 CONGO J.ZOJoOO #
52 3IERKAL -1.3UC , •
53 PANAMA J. 500000 4.11J -3 .61* 34. 193 -0.106 | J |
54 CHILE 2. 100 „ „
55 CHAD - .6uG00G 12.407 -13.007 39.323 -0.3 31 1
56 URUGUAY 1.300 9.34 1 -7.541 37.781 -0.20 J
57 MADAGA5 -2.70 10.18 I -12.33 1 39.935 -0.3Zi \
53 TAN LAN I A 1.700 11.941 -10.241 39.45c -0.260 1
59 UGANDA -2.3 00 , . .
60 ETHIUPl A -. lOOGoO 10.52e -10.626 3 9.665 -J.2CJ | | |
61 CAR 1 .uUC a a • .
62 ANGOLA -10.50C a a .
63 Gh«NA -3 . ooc 1C.95C -13 . 95l 39.53c -0.0 53 i 1 |
64 BANGLAD 1.2100 JG a
co M0ZAM3I , -5.500 ,
66 PORTUGAL o • 7 13.331 -C..68J 31.3c.fc -0.213 | | 1
67 BURMA 1 . 7 C , a
66 SRI LANKA 1.900 11.43S -9.539 39.93^ -oI2j>9
69 ZmIRc -2.i:G0 8.370 -11.C70 39. 762 \ -0.278
70 ARGENTIN j . 1 10.276 -7.176 32.752 -0.219
71 JAMAICA 3 . oGC J. 999 -,3992o7 33.o9< -0.012
72 TRINUAD 2.500 9.699 -7.199 32.40*: . -0.222
73 ZAMBIA - . 900ouG 10. iz:) -11.02: ) 40.143 -0.274
74 PEFU :.300000 9.j37 -9.037 37.562 -0.242
75 PAPUA 3 . .3 C , a
76 BURUNDI 1.30C I 2.62'r -11.327
77 jUINEA ;.jjoooo •
78 lESCTKJ -t.bOO » •
79 oQUTHAF 1330 •
00 SAUDIAk t> .oU „
31 ZI.18AU a #
82 IRAQ 7. 70C .
83 KUV.AIT J. 600000 id. ii:i -17.77:J 31.4^7 *
84 KENYA 1 40 . J 3.65^ 131.24*3 39.77:! 3.302 1 .I:** a**
1
dJ jYK IA 261.000 LI. 34V / 249 .o5J 40.01:» 6.239 I ?-$$$:$:*: I
86 NYE MEN # ( „
87 LAOS -15. BOG m
88 VIETNAM # t #
99 BHUTAN -.2J000C „
90 LEBANON „ > m
91 JORJAN 7.000 , „
92 NEPAL 0. 3„OGG0 , .
93 HAITI 2.2GC , #
94 CMAN 3.70C , „
95 ADcN . , .
96 UAE -5.bOC * *
SCM OF RESI0U\LS o.7:501
SUM OF SwUAREJ RESIOOALS 130
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standard deviations of center. This model, while objective,
was not considered significant enough to represent economic
growth. The standard for the model was set at having a cor-
relation coefficient of .50 or better. Due to these results
an alternative method for variable selection was deemed
necessary
.
The second iteration of the variable selection was more
subjective. A single factor was chosen from the factor analy-
sys that best represented overall economic growth. Factor
two was selected since it contained three aggregate measures
of GNP and GDP along with other indicators of domestic in-
vestment and savings. In order to select the best variables
for the model another product of the factor analysis, the
correlation analysis, was consulted.
As shown in Table VI the variables in the correlation
analysis were listed in a matrix. The variables in factor
two are listed horizontally while all 28 variables are listed
vertically. Correlation values are indicated for each pair
of variables with values above .35 flagged with an asterisk.
The objective of the variable selection using the correlation
table was to select a dependent variable then select independ-
ent variables that are highly correlated with it but not cor-
related with each other.
In this investigation YGGNPPB, GDPGB84 and GNPG78 were
chosen as possible dependent variables. GDIGA84, GDIGB84,
YIYSG and GDSVG84 were chosen as possible independent
24
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RESULTS OF THE CORRELATION ANALYSIS
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variables. The first step in reducing the possibilities was
to select the dependent and independent variables with the
highest correlation. The table showed that GDPGB84 and
GDIGB84 had the highest correlation which was 86 . Then using
GDPGB84 as the best dependent variable the other independent
variables were tested with it. GDSVG84 had the next highest
correlation at 59 but was deleted due to its high correla-
tion with GDIGB84 at 57. YIYSG had a correlation with
GDPGB84 of 45 but was deleted since it measured gross domes-
tic investment over a similar period as GDIGB84 . GDIGA84
had a correlation value of 43 and was selected for the equa-
tion. In sum, the analysis of the correlation values pro-
duced GDPGB84 as the independent variable for the equation
with GDIGB84 and GDIGA84 as the independent variables. At
this point the two test variables, YMEYSG and YETYSG, were
introduced as independent variables into the equation. These
two variables also did not correlate highly with the other
independent variables.
Having the principal and test variables for the growth
equation model the next step taken was to do a stepwise re-
gression analysis. This was done to determine if the varia-
bles collectively yielded a significant correlation and, if
so, to find the best order of the independent variables in
the equation.
The results of the stepwise regression analysis were
based on data from 56 countries. The independent variables
26
provided by the analysis in order of their contribution to
the variation in GDPGB84 were:
(1) GDIGB84 with an r-squared of .60,
(2) YMEYSG with a cumulative r-squared of .63 and
(3) GDIGA84 with a cumulative r-squared of .65.
YETYSG did not meet the .15 significance level for entry
into the equation but was retained as a test variable for
the subsequent regression analysis.
The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table
VII. Of the 96 countries in the sample 40 were deleted due
to missing data. Each country is listed with an estimate of
GDPGB84 based on the independent variables selected for the
equation. Also shown are the residuals, a plot of the stu-
dent's residual and Cook's D. Based on the r-squared value
of .65 the independent variables explain 65 percent of the
variation in GDPGB84. For each of the independent variables
and the intercept a parameter estimate, a t-statistic and
other information is provided. The F-value for the equation
is 23.7 with a probability just under 100 percent. The de-
grees of freedom for the equation is 55. Table VIII summa-
rizes some of this data as variables were added to the
equation. The lack of fluctuation in the values of the para-
meter estimate for each variable confirmed that the independ-





RESULTS OF THE SECOND REGRESSION ANALYSIS
DEP VARIABLE: CuP^aS^
SU.-1 CF MEAN
SOURCt OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PPQb>F
HjOcL 4 24fc.357 62.214234 23.70b 0.0001
ERRCR 51 133. c4D 2.624416
C TCTAL 55 382.702
RCCT MSE i.62:CG5 R-SJ'JARE 0. o503
DtP IE AN 4. 132143 AOJ K-SO O.o2 2 3
C.V. 3d. 73624
PARAMcTcR T FOR HO: STANDARDIZED
VARIABLE OF ESTIMATE PARAMETERS PROB > |T| ESTIMATE
INTERCEP 2. 0=52759 5.425 . 000
1
0.003000
GO 1 Go 84 0.333721 9.243 0.0001 0.785o40
YMEYSG 2.35Cc34 1.770 Q*J6l2 G.l5ol5o
GO IGA84 . 060 62
1
l.o37 G. 1079 0.133133
YETYiG -0.399ai3 -0.357 0.722 9 -0.031 193
CBS ID
PReDICT 5T0 ERR oTOJENT
ACTJAL VALuE kFSIDOAL RESIDUAL RESIDUAL -2-1-0 1
1 ISRAEL 3.100 4.205 -1. 1C5 1.104 -1.001 | **l
2 GREECE 4.100 3.244 0.355793 1.590 0.533 1 1* 1
3 TA1HAN ^ . # # i
4 NICARAG 0.600000 2.276 -1.676 1.5 63 -1.072 1 *«
5 INDIA 3.600 3.955 -.354bS6 I . j93 -0.22 3
6 HCNDURAS 4.200 4.J62 -.162 453 1.592 -0.102 1
7 CAMEROUN 7.0C0 5.dlt 1. 18o 1.594 0.744 | *
8 NIGERIA 3.300 6.053 -2. 253 1.563 -1.437 , 4= *
9 IN0UNES 7.700 . m % .
10 SUDAN 6.3uU 5.525 0.774754 1 .573 0.492 I 1 1
11 CCSTAR 4.500 . # . #
12 BOLIVIA 3.700 2.167 1.533 1.545 0.992 | 1* 1
13 SENEGAL 2.900 2.750 0.149DC4 1 .585 0.G94 1 1 1
14 SOMALIA 3.300 # . . m
15 EGYPT 3.430 7.O50 .7 504 lb 1.490 . o J 1*
16 TCGC 3. jOO 4.^01 -1. )01 1.513 -1.257 **
17 TUNISIA 7. CO o.003 0.997203 1.D33 O.o30 1*
18 MOROCCO 5.0u0 • . . m
19 KOREA 8.600 7. 703 0.396702 1.41b 0.o33 1* 1
20 RhmNOA 5.30C m . . .
2 1 GGATEM 5.000 4.507 J. 493224 I.o03 0.303 1 I
2 2 AFGHAN . . . # .
2 3 MALAWI 5.10G 4.190 0. J 10345 1 .49b O.o03 1* 1
24 NIGER 1.-k)1 4.137 -.787256 1.535 -0.497 1 1
2 5 SINGAPOR 3.5JO # . ^ #
26 ELSALV 2.200 2.737 -.587435 1.595 -0.363 1 1
2 7 MALI 7.100 4.166 2.934 1.5^4 1.341 1*** 1
28 PAKISTAN 3.0uO . # + #
29 uPPERVGL 3.400 . . . .
3 BENIN 3.300 b.392 -3.092 1.5 76 -1.96 2 ***
3 1 TURK EY 5.100 4.t22 0.677574 1 .596 0.425
3 2 YUGUSLV 5.500 4.i53 1. 150 1.590 3.723 *
33 SPAIN 3.100 2.334 0.216:102 1.577 0.137
34 PARAGUA 3.500 8.J16 0.4333G1 1.540 0.314
35 VENEZUEL 4.100 4. 1<:3 -.3<L11Z6 l.oC2 -0.014
3 6 IRAN • . # # .
3 7 ME/ ICO 6.400 5.j26 1.C74 L .593 j. 674 *
3d BRAZIL 7.6j0 4.368 3.232 1.5S4 2.04 ****
39 ALGERIA 6.6u0 5.3 63 1.^37 1.5 36 0.80 5 *
4G PHILIPP b. 000 6.09j -.092508 I .^46 -0.060
4 1 HCNbKCNG 9.9U0 . # m
42 LIBYA 2.400 . • # m
43 ECUADOR 8. 130 . • # #
44 COLOMBIA 5.40 4.^24 0.976CJ1 1.593 0.6L 3
i
'
45 THILANO 7.1G0 5 . -»6b 1.634 1.303 1 . 04o 1 **
46 MALAYSIA 7.700 6.37"' 1. 323 1.5 7b 0. 339 | *
47 DCMINR 6. 0'- 4. ?3D 1.020 1.5 74 0.648 I*
nABLE VII (cont'd)
CBS 10 ACTUAL VALUE RcS
I
jUAL RES I 00 AL RE S I 00 AL -2-1 -C I 2
43 LIBERIA J .900000 2.395 -1.495 1.526 -0.^79 * i
4 9 IVCkYCOA 5.700 6. 365 -.665 397 1.556 -0.423
5C MAORIT 7.tOC 5.113 2.287 1.456 1.57J ***
5 1 CONGO 6.3u0 # . ^ #
52 SIcRKAL 2. CO J . 9 m #
5 3 PANAMA 4.7u0 3.263 1.437 1.5o5 0.913 *
5 4 CHILE 1.900 2.093 -.992933 1.591 -0.624 *
5 5 CHAD -2.600 0. 310334 -2.910 1.546 -1.8d2 ** *
5 6 URUGUAY 3.1 JO . . • #
5 7 MAUAGAS .2 000 JO # . #
5 8 TANZANIA 4 . u 4.444 -.444028 1.574 -0.232
!
5 9 UGANDA -1.500 J. 358301 -1.359 1 .to9 -1.266 **
60 ETHIOPIA 2.200 2. 773 -.578261 1.592 -0.363
b I CAR 1.4^0 -.341379 1. 741 1.525 1.142 **
62 ANGOLA # . . m #
6 3 GHANA — .500000 0.023684 -.528634 1.501 -0.352 1 IbH BANGLAQ 4.10J . 9 m m
65 MOZAMBIU . . # + 9
6 6 PuRTUGAL 4.500 2.671 1.329 1 .46d 1.247 **
6 7 BURMA 5. DOC 4.992 0.008043 1.568 0.005
6d SRILANKA 4.300 o.234 -1. 784 1.5 72 -1.135 **
69 ZAIRE — .200000 3.371 -4.071 1 .526 -2.oo3 *****
70 ArlGENTIM 1.500 2. >54 -1.454 1 . 5 8 o -J.91o *
71 JAMAICA -1.100 -.0903o5 - 1 . 10 1.^52 - . o 9 5 *
72 TRINIOmO 5.500 3.3 9b O.103o72 1.337 0.0t>7
7 3 ZAMBIA .900000 -. H75964 1. ^76 1.4 73 0.934 *
7 4 PERU 3.000 3.302 -.8023o3 1 .561 - j . 5 1 4 *
75 PAPUA 2.0u0 #
76 BURUNDI 3.500 +
77 GUINEA 3 . JC ^
78 LESOTHO 6. bud 9.950 -3. 350 1.420 -2.359
I
**.**|
7 9 SOUTHAF 3.600
8C SAUDIAR 3.6o #
8 1 ZIMbAB 2.2o0
8 2 I RAO 9 m
83 Kuwait 2.100 m
8 A KENYA 5.5uO J.o2l 1.3 79 1.5 93 1.179 1 1**
85 SYRIA 3.300 •
86 NYEMEN 8.5uO
87 LACS • •
8 8 VIETNAM • •
89 BHUTAN •
9 LE6ANCN . •
9 1 JORDAN 9.300 ^
92 NEPAL 2.700 _
93 hAITI 3.400 4.587 -I. 137 1.5 77 -0.753 1 *l
9 4 OMAN 5.800
9 5 ADEN . m
96 UAE #
SUM OF RES ID JALS l'. 3873
SUM OF SGUAR EC RESIDUALS 133
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The resulting model was constructed:
GDPGB84=2.1 + .33 GDIGB84 + 2.35 YMEYSG + .07 GDIGA84 - .36 YETYSG
This model provides a gross indication through the signs
(+ or -) that military expenditures are positively related to
growth while social expenditures are negatively related to
economic growth. Further analysis was conducted to divide
the sample of 96 developing countries into relatively rich
and poor groups through the use of factor and discriminant
analysis
.
C. RESULTS OF THE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
In order to divide the 96 developing countries into two
groups according to their overall level of development two
further analytical steps were necessary. The first step in-
volved another variable selection using a second factor anal-
ysis. The second step involved taking the variables produced
by the factor analysis and using them to conduct a discrim-
inant analysis
.
Using the 35 variables contained in Table III which re-
flected levels of development as well as economic growth a
second factor analysis was conducted. The results of this
factor analysis, shown in Table IX, are in the form of a or-
thogonal transformation matrix. The program specified that
99 percent of the variance in the input variables could be
accounted for by six factors. Factor one grouped variables
31
TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE SECOND FACTOR ANALYSIS
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that reflect energy consumption, life expectancy in 1982,
calories per capita, merchandise imports and exports, and
urbanization. Factor tv*o depicted growth in GDP, industry,
services, manufacturing, and domestic investment. Factor
three was predominated by variables that reflected the growth
of exports. Factor four consisted primarily of labor shifts
in agriculture and industry. Factor five consisted solely
of fuels, minerals and metals exports. Factor six reflected
the labor shift in services and also the two test variables,
YMEYSG and YETYSG. Only 43 countries were used by the pro-
gram. The remaining countries were omitted due to missing
data. The highest loading variables in each of the factors
were selected for use in the subsequent discriminant analysis.
A discriminant analysis was run using the six variables
from the factor analysis. These variables included ECPER78,
GDPGB84, EB84, YLFPAGSG, FEB84 and YLFPSSG. The results of
the discriminant analysis are shown in Table X. In the first
column the table listed the 57 countries for which data was
available according to the variables selected. The second
column listed the original group, or 1 , in which each coun-
try was placed on an "a priori' basis. The third column
listed the group into which each country was placed by the
program based on the six variables used for the analysis.
An asterisk, added by the program, indicated that the group
status of a country was changed from its 'a priori* designa-
tion. The last two columns indicate the posterior probability
33
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3 0. 3155 0.1845
1 * 0. 3820 0.6171
1 0.0937 0.9063
I * O.tBOO 0,52.20
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1 J. 1234 3. 871o
3 0.7633 0.2312
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J 0.9121 u.037)
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of placement by the program into either group or group 1.
As indicated in Chapter II, the standard for this study was
to have the placement probability for most of the countries
above 80 percent. As shown in the table only 21 of the 57
countries meet the 80 percent criterion. At this point
another process, the stepwise discriminant analysis, was ap-
plied to the 35 selected variables in an attempt to achieve
more acceptable results for the discriminant analysis
.
The stepwise discriminant analysis used a selection pro-
cess to find which variables among the 35 variables used for
this segment of the study that best showed the differences
between the country groupings. The 35 variables were divided
and put into three stepwise discriminant analysis programs
since all of the variables could not be handled by a single
program. The results of the three programs are shown in
Table XI . Each summary listed the results for the correspond-
ing input variables . The summary also included data on the
number of steps taken in the analysis to find the best dis-
criminating variables for the two groups. Wilks 1 lambda,
which is the program's primary selection tool, the F-statis-
tic and the r-squared values for each step are also included.
Since three programs were run in the stepwise discrimi-
nant analysis, action was deemed necessary to ensure that
correlation between the output variables was minimized prior
to their use in a final discriminant analysis. The correla-
tion analysis shown in Table XII was consulted. This table
35
TABLE XI
RESULTS OF THE THREE
STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT PROGRAMS
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was produced by the second factor analysis . Correlations
above 50 were considered unacceptable- The variable selec-
tion began with the elimination of MTZ78 which had a corre-
lation of 73 with UPPB84 and one of 87 with GDPB84 . The only
other correlation above 50 was between SGB84 and GDPGB84.
The choice between the two variables was based on data avail-
ability. GDPGB84 was selected since its data was available
for 84 countries while data for SGB84 was available for only
72 countries. With the loss of SGB84 and MTZ78 a decision
was made to include FPER78 into the group of variables for
the subsequent discriminant analysis. This decision was
based on the need for an additional variable in the group to
reflect the possibilities for the human condition. In sum,
the variables selected for the discriminant analysis now in-
cluded UPPB84, GDPGB84, PDPB78, YLFPAGSG, YETYSG, GDPB84 and
FPER78
.
The results of the discriminant analysis using the varia-
bles listed above are shown in Table XIII. The analysis pro-
duced 67 countries with 48 countries placed in group and 19
countries placed in group 1. Only 13 countries had a proba-
bility of placement below 80 percent. In sum, the results
of the discriminant analysis were considered acceptable.
The final phase of the discriminant analysis was to deter-
mine the economic size represented by the two groups . This
determination was made through the examination of the mean
values of the variables used to discriminate between the two
38
TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE SECOND DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS









































































1 * 0.3341 C.4159
0. 9o4 6 G.3354
1 1 C.0333 G.9o47
0./o09 3.0 j 91
0.79J0 0.2070
1 1 0.15o 1 0.8439
0.0627 0.0373
J 0. 9334 0.0*16
J 0.9326 O.Go74
1 1 . 4 5 3 0.5473
J u. 9623 0.0377
J O.d75o o.l244
0.6562 0.143d









I * 0.3501 0.64 99
1 * 0.1724 0.3276
1 I 0.0006 0.99 94






1 0.3 34 4 C.66 5t>
1 ./oo3 0.7 3 32
1 O.*lo6 . 5 8 34
1 * 0. J057 0.6943
i 0.1559 0.34tl
* 0.5369 0.46il
j * O.o322 0.1473
J J 0.9023 0.09 77
0.9917 3.0033







a 0.9303 0.31 92
3 0.94 7 5 0.0525
G 0. 966 2 3.C3 33
j 0.7907 o.2313
3 U.965 1 J. 0349
0.77*3 0.2252
0.94 9 8 G.J502
0.999ti j.vjO 34
1 1 0.1173 0.3322
0. 9900 C.0092
3 C. 3493 0.1510
J 0.99O7 G.uO 33
0.9004 0.3996
3 3.9950 0.C35O
1 1 0.3072 U.9923
J 0.99o6 C.0334
3 0.929 1 0.07 39
i i 0.1233 0.87 52





groups- As shown in Table XIV, the mean values of GDP, the
growth of GDP, and urbanization are higher for group 1 than
for group 0. So for the purposes of this study countries
in group 1 were designated more economically dynamic while
the countries in group were designated less economically
dynamic. In sum, the group membership of each country in
this phase of the study and the identity of that group was
considered certain enough to provide a basis for the test of
the hypothesis using the model for economic growth.
D. RESULTS OF THE TEST OF THE MODEL
The economic growth model derived in Section B of this
chapter was tested in order to provide evidence to support
the hypothesis. This evidence would be in the algebraic sign
of the test variables, YMEYSG and YETYSG. The model was test-
ed by applying it to each of the two groups, the less econom-
ically dynamic countries or group and the more economically
dynamic countries or group 1, found through the discriminant
analysis. In order to test the uniqueness of the Latin
American case the model was applied to the remaining group
and group 1 countries respectively. The results of each test
were then compared. Another test of the Latin American case
involved the addition of a dummy variable into the economic
growth model and testing the group and group 1 countries
again
.
The results of the model test for the 45 countries in
group are shown in Table XV. In the variable and parameter
40
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RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ON ALL GROUP COUNTRIES
ChP VARIAbLt: GDPGi}34
SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE OF SCUARE3 SwUAkE F VA LUE ?3 0B>F
MODEL 4 163.773 40.943347 13. 332 0.00 01
ERROR 34 100.641 2.960C29
C TCTAL 3H 264.il4
ROOT *SE 1.72C473 R-SQWRE O.o 194
Dtp ilt A.N 3.553974 ADJ R-SvJ 0.5746
c.v. 4 3.34 133
PARAMETER T FOP. HO: STANDARDIZED
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE PARAMETERS PR03 > |T| t ST IM ATE
INTERCE? 1 2.C43234 4.453 .0001 c1.000000
Go I GB34 1 0.312L76 7. ill v. .0001 c .771723
YMEYSC 1 3.236297 2.093 .043^ C .24-2989
GDIGA84 1 J.C4754? C.67J .3902 C .094 343
YETYSG 1 -0.360613 -C.262 J .7 950 -C .„3J3ll
PREDICT STD ERR STUDENT
cos ID actual value kEsiooac residual RESIDUAl -2- 1-0 1 2
1 ISRAEL 3.1U0 4.397 -1.797 1.118 -1.6 J7 * **
2 NICARAG 3 ,6000oO 2.030 -1.430 l.o40 -0. -)02 *
3 HUNDUKAS 4.^:00 4.039 0.1e>0507 1.680 0.096
4 CAMEROON 7.000 5.366 1.634 1.676 0.975 *
5 SUDAN 6.300 5.331 0.968335 1.657 0.^35 $
6 30lIVIA 3.700 1.934 1.766 l.olO 1.091 **
7 SENEGAL 2.900 2.o41 0.259139 1.672 0.155
3 TOGO 3.000 4.565 -1.565 1.582 -0.939 *
9 TUNISIA 7.00C 5.040 1.360 I.06I 0.819 £
ID MCRCCCJ 5.000 .
11 GUATEM 5.00C 4.170 0.330167 1.690 0.4 31
12 MA LAW I 5.100 3.365 L.Z35 1.507 0.8 20
13 NIGER 3.40C 3.326 -.425737 I.660 -0.235
14 SINGAPJR 3.5 00 . .
15 EL3AL7 2.2 0C 2.64 4 -.4-+ 385 3 1.688 -0.263 1 1
lb MALI 7.10C 3.906 3.194 1.673 L . 9 4 1*** 1
17 JPPERV3L 3.40C #
18 3ENIN 3.30C 5.9oj -2.663 1 . o44 -1.623 *** 1
19 MALAYSIA 7.70C 5.953 1.747 1.657 1.054 **
2D DG.tlNR 0. JOO 4.417 1 .5d3 1.645 0.962 * 1
21 LIBERIA : .9G0Jo0 2.369 - 1 ,io9 1.57o -0. yj2 *
22 IVORYCCA 5.70C 5.905 -.204358 l.c31 -0. l^o
23 MAURIT 7.400 5.342 2.05d 1.513 1. 360 **
2'+ SIERRAL 2.000 .
25 PANAMA 4.700 2.933 1.717 1.64 3 1.045 •^*
26 CHILE 1.900 2.o36 -.733999 1.679 -0. 43 6
27 CHAD -2.0OO 3.264989 -2.2b5 1.631 -1. 756 * **
28 TANZANIA 4.000 4.353 -.353231 l.o58 -0.213
29 UGANDA -1.50C 0.423293 -1.923 1.527 -1.263 **
30 ETHIOPIA 2.2CC 2.605 -.4J47(dJ l.o3t -0.2 40
31 CAR l.^OC -.280440 1.680 I.0O6 1.04o **
32 GHANA .50O0OC O.o6602o -.566026 1.568 -0. 36 1
3.1 PURTUGAL 4.500 2.231 2.269 1.500 1.512 ***
34 BURMA 5.00C 4.t71 0.523767 1.639 0.323
35 Ski LANK A 4.500 5.852 -1.352 1.630 -0.8 29 *
36 ZAIRE .200000 3.173 -3.373 1.597 -2.115 ** **
37 JAMAICA -1.1J0 -.105577 -.994423 1.473 -0.675 *
38 TRINIDAD 5.30C 5.165 0.335371 1.590 0.211
29 ZAMBIA J .900000 -.371392 1.271 1.515 0.339 t
40 PERU 3. JOO 3.349 -.349229 1 . o44 -0.51b *
41 LESOTHO 6.0OO 9.052 -2.452 1.404 -1.746 ***
42 ZIMBAB 2.200 .
43 KENYA 5.500 3.357 2.143 1.673 1.277 1 1** 1
44 NEPAL 2.70C . • . .
*5 HAITI 3.4o0 4.212 -.31^135 l.o5i -0.492 1 i 1
S oM OF RESIDUALS 3.3972
SUM QF SQUAkEO RESIDUALS 10
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section of the table the sign of YMEYSG was positive and the
t-statistic was significant with a value of 2.098. The value
of YETYSG was negative with a t-statistic of only -.262.
This t-statistic value was well below the 2.00 standard set
for the study making the YETYSG variable not statistically
significant in determining GDPGB84. This meant that the
effect of YETYSG on economic growth could not be identified
with any certainty using this text.
The results of the model test for the countries in group
1 are shown in Table XVI. For this test the sign of YMEYSG
was negative and the t-statistic was significant with a value
of -3.217. The sign of YETYSG was also negative but its t-
statistic was -1.177. Again the effect of YETYSG on economic
growth could not be determined.
Since the relationship of YETYSG to economic growth could
not be determined using the above test another model was in-
troduced. This model simply looked at the relationship be-
tween the two test variables with YETYSG as the dependent
variable and YMEYSG as the independent variable. This model
was then tested on group and group 1 countries
.
The results of the second model test on the group coun-
tries were as follows (t-statistics in parenthesis)
:
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Though YMEYSG explains only 10 percent of the variation in
YETYSG its sign was a positive sign and statistically
significant
.
The results of the second model test on the group 1
countries were as follows
:
YETYSG = .021 - .591 YMEYSG
(-3.172)
r-squared = .59
In this model YMEYSG explains 59 percent of the variation
in YETYSG. The negative sign of YMEYSG indicated an inverse
relationship between the two variables which was statistic-
ally significant.
The first test of the Latin American case involved com-
paring the Latin American group countries with the remain-
ing group countries using the economic growth model . The
results of the test on the Latin American group countries
are shown in Table XVIII. In this test the resulting values
for both YMEYSG and YETYSG were not statistically signifi-
cant with t-statistic values of .554 and -.350 respectively.
The results of the test on the remaining group countries
are shown in Table XVIII. Again the values of both test
variables were not statistically significant with lot t-sta-
tistic values.
The second test of the Latin American case involved the
comparison of the Latin American group 1 countries with the
remaining group 1 countries. The results of this test are
45
TABLE XVII
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SoL ace jf SCUARES SGOAkE F VALL P!'33>F
POOtL 4 133. I'M 3 2. 34 ^573 i . *** .Do 03
Er.RCA 22 d4.3G4 ,.<_ o i . 3 5 •» 7 3 3
C 7 uTm L 2o 214. i'"=i
ROOT *i:>E i .963 2*9 R-SC.UARE 0.605o
UEP rfEAN 3 .6^2 i93 ADO .*-5>v O.j 33 a.
C. V. 33 . lo *92
PARAMETER T FGi'< HO: STANC MI . 5 I Z c
VARIABLc jF ESTIMATE P Art. AM ETEk=G PRQU > Hi E -> n 1ATE
INTERCEP 1 2.16 = t*5 3. o73 j .0013 . 3000 j 3
GDI u354 1 J. 303 o31 5.197 • j^I C . 755 )71
YMEYSG 1 3.244 7c+ I. 7j7 j •JSjt c . .61154
GulGA34- 1 J. 01 7 335 ".u^i 3 .3212 G . J32H33
YETYSo I 0.221572 0.113 3 .9069 v. . .ldOuu
PREDICT SI u ERR jTjJciiT
C3 S ID mi, TO n L VALJE \E5I5UAL 4E; I^UAL RESIDUAL -1- 1-0 1 2
L ISRAEL 3.100 5.202 -2.102 1.210 -1.733 ***
)
^AMEROflN 7 . ^ jC 5.21 3 1.790 1.900 0. 1*1 =*
3 SUDAN 6. jOO 5.4i8 0. 33 1354 i . a 6 o 3.472
i j
4 SENEGAL 2. )0Q 2 . 74 o 0. 152139 1.391 0. u 50




o TUNISIA 7.03C 5 .olo 1.33 4 1.871 J. 74j f.
7 iOKLiCCJ 5 • C # . . .
3 MALAWI j.iUC 3.36 1 L .739 1.602 1.035 1** 1
^ NIGER J . ~t kjO j. 352 -. 45 lo74 1.332 -0.24-U 1 1
10 SINGAPUR 3 . 5 G C . . . .
11 MAL I 7 . L uC J. 734 3.316 1. 093 1.7 r.l |**« j
12 UPPERVuL 3 • 4 C . . . .
13 3tN IN 3. ^0C 5 . 5u 3 -2.5o3 1.533 -1.3 ?4 •?*
\
14 \LL AYSI A 7 . 7 C 5. '0 6 1 . 79 4 1.677 ).95o
15 LI3ERIA J .9CO00C 2.712 - 1 .512 1.741 -1.041 *#
iO IVLkYCjA 5 . 7 3 3.77 1 -,07092a l.d4J -0.05 9
]
1/ lAuRIT 7.40C 5.547 1.553 1. 65* 1.120 *«
13 SIcRRAL 2. 3CC . . . .W CHAD -2. o0 .31^ 969 -2. J19 1.534 -..592 * £*
23 TANZANI
A
4. Jud -t.26j -.2c222;> 1.376 -0. 140
21 ouANJA - 1 . j 3 .<l l<-355 -1.713 l.bSj -l.OiZ va
22 ETHIQPI A Z.Z00 2 . 3 1 a -.316239 1. 90 4 - j. 166
n GaR 1 . tUC - .19 33 5 1.595 I.JO 2 . 3o J *
24 GHANA .500)30 C .219695 -.719695 1. 753 -G.h-09
25 PGnTJG-AL 't . 3 2.38 7 2.U3 1.593 1 . 5 2 j
26 BUR MA 5.GCG 4.39 J 0. 607250 1.5*3 0.3 VJ
27 jR I Lmi'JK A t . 5 j C D.cJo -1.106 1. £13 -u.tlJ fx
23 ZAIRE .200000 2 . )0'J -3 . 100 1. 733 -1. 737 3 4; *
29 ZAMBIA : . 9000 C - .275493 1 . 17 3 1. 55 J 0. 75* £
30 LESOTHO j. 600 5.572 -1.372 1. 54* -1.273 **
i
21 ZIHBA3 2 .Z00 # . . .
22 KENYA 5. 3 GG i.Lfa5 2.535 1.886 1.235 1 ** 1
23 NEPAL 2 . 7 C . . . .




shown in Table XIX. The values of YMEYSG and YETYSG were not
statistically significant with t-statistic values of -.951
and -.093 respectively. The results of the remaining group
1 countries are shown in Table XX. The value for YMEYSG for
this test was negative and statistically significant with a
t-statistic value of -2.049. The value of YETYSG was not
statistically significant.
The third test for the uniqueness of the Latin American
case involved the use of a dummy variable. The dummy varia-
ble was introduced as an independent variable in the economic
growth model with a value of for Latin American countries
and 1 for all other countries. The results of the test for
all 45 group countries are shown in Table XXI. The t-sta-
tistic value for the dummy variable was -.222 which indicated
that there was no structural difference between the Latin
American group countries and the remaining group
countries
.
The results of the dummy variable test for all the group
1 countries are shown in Table XXII. The t-statistic for the
dummy variable was below 2.000 again. This indicated that
there was also no structural difference between the Latin




RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ON THE
LATIN AMERICAN GROUP 1 COUNTRIES
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RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ON ALL GROUP
COUNTRIES USING THE DUMMY VARIABLE
OEP VARIAdct: 0DPGB84
SUM UF MEAN
SOURCE OF 3CUARE3 SQUARE F VALL PRU3>F
MODEL 5 163.917 32.7o337t> 10. 765 0.0001
EkROR j3 ICO. 4>*7 3.045273
C TCTAL 33 264.414
ROOT '^SE 1.745 101 R-SgUARE O.o 199
DeP MtAN 3. 556974 ADJ R-SO 0.5 623
C.V. 49.03.562
PARAMETER T FJK HO: STANDARDI ZED
VARIABLE JF ESTIMATE PARAMETERS PRC3 > |T| ESTHATc
INTEkCEP L 2.136135 3.373 .001V C .000000
GLICB34 1 0.31_>503 6.375 u .0001 C .775 017
YMEYSG 1 3.269797 2.030 .0454 C .245504
GDIGA84 1 0.046529 0.33/ .4088 C .092 807
YETYSG 1 -0.253204 -0.25o J .79'*2 -C .030307
CUM 1 -0.133501 -0.217 .3295 -0 .023664
PREJICT STJ ERR STUOcNT
CtoS ID ACTUAL VALUE <ESIGUAL .'.EoIJUAL RESIjUAL -2-1-0 1 2
1 ISRAEL 3. ICO 4.33 -1.732 1. 132 -1.574 ***
2 NICARAG G.oOOOOO 2.16 -1.561 l.o22 -0. 362 *
3 HONOUR AS 4.200 4.13 0.069930 1.652 0.042
4 CAMEROON 7.0C0 5.iZ 1.671 1.691 0.938 *
5 SUDAN 6.3C0 5.30 0.996106 1.676 0.594 *
6 BOLIVI A 3.7C0 2.01 1.636 1.6O0 1.054 **
7 SENEGAL 2.9C0 2.60 0.2934U2 1.667 0.177
8 TOGO 3.0C0 4.52 -1.525 1. 59 4 -0.95 7 *
9 TUNISIA 7.J00 5.61 I. 390 1.679 0.323 *
10 MOROCCO 5.G0C . .
11 GUATE4 5.000 4.26 u. 737633 1 .6t>0 0.444
12 MALAWI 5. IOC 3.31 1.^66 1.511 J . 3 5
1
*
13 NIGER 3.4G3 ^.7-> -.33b3^H 1.631 - J.2J0
14 SINGAPOR 3.5C0 . .
15 elsal; 2.200 2.73 -.535495 l.o59 -0.32 3 1 1
16 MALI 7.10J 3.3o 3.233 1.693 i. no 1*** 1
17 UPPERVQL 3.4 00 . .
18 5ENIN 3.3C0 5.93 -2.o33 1.66 1 -1.535 * **
19 MALAYS I A 7.7CU 5.92 1.779 l.o74 l.JoC **
20 GUM INK 6.uC0 4.30 1.497 l.o20 J. )24 *
21 LIBERIA C.'/uCGOG 2.33 - I .435 1.591 -0.902 *
2 2 IVORYCUA 5 .7C0 5.36 -. lt> 7868 1.645 -u.102
2 3 MAURIT 7.4C0 5.32 2.^74 1.53j 1.352 •t s
24 SItRRAL 2 • oOO • . •
2 5 PANAMA 4.700 3.06 1.633 1.621 1.007 **
26 CHILE 1.900 2.72 -.319770 1.659 -0.494
27 CHAD -2.C00 0.21237 -2.312 1.637 -1.713 * ss
28 TANZANIA 4.000 4.31 -.3lfc34o l.c.73 -0.1 39
29 UGANDA -1.500 C. 37307 -1.373 1. 523 -1.226 **
30 ETHIGP IA 2.200 2.5o -.359651 1.696 -0.212
31 CAR 1.400 -.33333 1 .733 1.611 1. J76 **
3 2 '^HANA -.5000CC C.v,1623 -.51329b 1.575 -0.329
33 PORTUGAL 4.50C <..17 2.321 1. 503 1.344 *#*
34 3URMA 5.000 4.t3 J.5673o3 1.053 .344
35 SRILA-JKA 4.jCU 5.31 -1.319 1.646 -0.301 ^
36 ZAIRE -.200000 3.12 -3.323 l.oOO -2.077 ****
37 JAMAICA -1 .100 -.02393 -I .071 1.452 -0.7 33 *
3« TRINIDAD 5.5CC 5.27 0.226242 1.533 0.148
39 ZAMBIA C. 700000 -.43J72 1.331 1.513 . 3 3 J i
40 PERU 3.000 J. 0-j -.952355 1.598 -0. :>9o *
41 LESOTHO 6.6 00 9.01 -2.417 1.415 -1.703 * **
42 ZIMBAo 2.2 00 . .
43 KENYA 5.50C 3._>1 2.189 1.686 1.297 1 1** 1
44 NEPAL 2.7C0 . .
4 5 HAITI 3.400 4.30 -.909430 1.614 -0. 5o4 1 *l 1
SUM OF RESIDUALS 4.0S5
SUM OF SUUARE ] RESIDUALS 10
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TABLE XXII
RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ON ALL GROUP 1
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The purpose of this paper has been to examine the rela-
tionship between defense, health, and education expenditures
and economic growth in developing countries- A model for
economic growth was derived through the use of factor and
regression analysis and the countries were divided into two
groups through the use of discriminant analysis . Applica-
tion of the economic growth model to these two groups of
countries provided evidence that was used to support the hy-
pothesis of this study. It was hypothesized that less eco-
nomically dynamic countries would sacrifice social expenditures
such as health and education in favor of military expenditures
while the more economically dynamic countries would spend on
defnese as well as social needs. The basis for this hypothe-
sis was the reasoning that military spending had a positive
effect on growth while social spending had the opposite effect.
The evidence obtained through the test of the economic
growth model only partially supported the hypothesis. It was
found that the relationship between economic growth and de-
fense expenditures was positive and statistically significant
for the less economically dynamic countries. This result was
consistent with Benoit's findings. But the effect of social
expenditures was not evident since the results were not sta-
tistically significant. This lack of evidence may have been
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due to data selection and availability. The addition of
other variables such as welfare and housing into the social
expenditures variable would have made a larger composite of
data to compare with economic growth. But these variables
had data that was available for a low number of observations.
The test of the second model using only the two test varia-
bles showed that defense and social expenditures are positive-
ly related and statistically significant for the less
economically dynamic countries. This suggested that the
sacrifice of social monies for defense may not operate as
hypothesized for this group.
Using the economic growth model test upon the more eco-
nomically dynamic countries it was found that defense expend-
itures were negatively related to growth and statistically
significant. This suggested that the military in these coun-
tries may perform strictly military functions while civilian
sectors assume the functions of building the infrastructure
and providing local security as suggested by Benoit. The
second test on these countries using the test variable model
showed that defense and social expenditures were negatively
related and statistically significant. This suggested that
there exists a trade-off between these expenditures in the
more economically dynamic countries.
The uniqueness of the Latin American case was tested
using the economic growth model, the test variable model,
and a dummy variable. The use of the dummy variable was the
54
only test of the three to provide useable results. The lack
of statistical significance for the value of the dummy varia-
ble provided evidence to suggest that Latin America was not
unique as a region when compared to the rest of the world's
developing countries as expected.
While the findings of this study do not provide the evi-
dence necessary to support every aspect of the hypothesis
some insight has been gained regarding the relationship be-
tween defense and social expenditures and economic growth
for developing countries. Since this was a cross-sectional
study and only looked at one point in time it would be help-
ful to examine government expenditures over a period of time
and make comparisons in order to contribute to the formula-
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